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Abstract— Flexible Alternating Current 

Transmission System (FACTS) gadgets are 

utilized for controlling transmission voltage, 

power stream, lessening responsive misfortunes, 

and damping of influence framework motions for 

high influence move levels. As one of the most 

promising FACTS devices in terms of its ability to 

control power system quantities, UPFC effect of 

change in degree of series compensation on the 

optimal placement of the shunt FACTS device to 

get the highest possible benefit is to be studied.  

Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) is one of 

the most promising FACTS devices in terms of its 

ability to control power system quantities. In this 

project, the optimal location of a Static VAR 

Compensator & static synchronous compensator 

FACTS device is examined for a real line model 

of a transmission line having arrangement 

remuneration at the middle. The optimal location 

and parameters of Unified Power Flow 

Controllers (UPFCs) in electrical power systems 

is simulated using MATLAB software. The 

outcomes acquired shown that ideal arrangement 

of the Static VAR Compensator and static 

coordinated compensator FACTS gadget differs 

with the adjustment in the degree of arrangement 

pay. 

Index Terms— Flexible Alternating Current 

Transmission System (FACTS),Unified Power 

Flow Controller (UPFC). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

FACTS gadgets are extremely viable and 

equipped for expanding the force move capacity 

of a line, as warm cutoff points license, while 

keeping up a similar level of solidness. Various 

late utilizations of FACTS have demonstrated to 

be practical, long haul arrangements. With the 

upgrades in current and voltage taking care of 

abilities of the force electronic gadgets that have 

took into account the improvement of Flexible AC 

Transmission System (FACTS), the chance has 

emerged in utilizing various kinds of regulators 

for effective shunt and arrangement pay. Applying 

FACTS on a wide scale reason for both nearby 

end. Shunt FACTS gadgets are utilized for 

controlling transmission voltage, power stream, 

lessening receptive misfortunes, and damping of 

influence framework motions for high influence 

move levels. With the wide spread and dynamic 

thought of the establishment of FACTS regulators 

for better controllability 

Current force frameworks are intended to 

work effectively to supply power on interest to 

different burden habitats with high unwavering 

quality. The producing stations are regularly 

situated at inaccessible areas for monetary, natural 

and security reasons. For instance, it could be less 

expensive to find a nuclear energy plant at pit 

head as opposed to shipping coal to stack focuses. 

Hydro power is for the most part accessible in 

distant territories. A Nuclear plant might be 

situated at a spot away from metropolitan zones. 

Along these lines, a matrix of transmission lines 

working at high or additional high voltages is 

needed to communicate power from the creating 

stations to the heap places. Notwithstanding 

transmission lines that convey power from the 

sources to loads, current force frameworks are 

likewise exceptionally interconnected for financial 
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reasons. The interconnected frameworks 

advantage by (a) misusing load variety (b) sharing 

of age stores and (c) economy acquired from the 

utilization of enormous productive units without 

forfeiting dependability. In any case, there is 

likewise a disadvantage to ac framework entomb 

association the security can be antagonistically 

influenced as the aggravations started in a specific 

zone can spread and engender over the whole 

framework bringing about significant power 

outages brought about by falling blackouts. 

 

BASICS OF POWER TRANSMISSION 

NETWORKS 

 A vast dominant part of force 

transmission lines are AC lines working at various 

voltages (10 kV to 800 kV). The appropriation 

networks by and large work under 100 kV while 

the mass force is communicated at higher 

voltages. The lines working at various voltages 

are associated through transformers which work at 

high productivity. Generally, AC lines have no 

arrangement for the control of force stream. The 

precisely worked circuit breakers (CB) are 

intended for insurance against shortcomings 

(brought about by flashovers due to over voltages 

on the lines or decreased clearances to ground). A 

CB is appraised for a set number of open and 

close tasks all at once and can't be utilized for 

power stream control. (un like a high force 

electronic switch, for example, thyristor, GTO, 

IGBT, IGCT, and so on) Luckily, ac lines have 

natural force stream control as the force stream is 

controlled by the force at the sending end or 

getting end. For instance, consider a transmission 

line interfacing a producing station to a heap 

community in Fig.1.1(a). Expecting the line to be 

lossless and disregarding the line charging, the 

force stream (P) is given by 

 
Where X is the arrangement line reactance. 

Expecting V1 and V2 to be held constants 

(through voltage controllers at the two closures), 

the force infused by the force station decides the 

progression of force in the line. The distinction in 

the transport points is consequently acclimated to 

empower P = PG (Note that as a rule there could 

be more than one line sending power from a 

creating station to a heap place). In the event that 

at least one lines trip, the yield of the force station 

may must be decreased by stumbling generators, 

in order to abstain from over-burdening the excess 

lines in activity. 

  

 

OPTIMAL LOCATION OF SHUNT 

FACTS DEVICES 

The greatest RE force of segment 1 

(PR1m) and most extreme SE force of segment 2 

(PS2m) against the estimation of K for various 

arrangement pay levels (%S). It tends to be found 

in Figure 3.6 that for an uncompensated line then 

greatest force bends cross at k=0.45 and the 

intersection point is the progress point.  

 

Subsequently, to get the most noteworthy 

advantage regarding greatest force move capacity 

and framework strength, the shunt FACTS gadget 

should be set at K = 0.45, which is marginally 

askew. At the point when the arrangement pay 

level is considered then for %S = 15 the greatest 

force bends cross at K = 0.375 and most extreme 

force move capacity increments. It implies that 

when arrangement remuneration level (%S) is 

expanded then the ideal area of the shunt gadget 

shifts towards the generator side. Additionally 

when %S= 30 then the ideal area is at K = 0.3 and 

for %S = 45 it is at K = 0.25. 

 

Figure 3.8 shows the variety in ideal off 

kilter area of the shunt FACTS gadget against the 

level of arrangement remuneration level (%S) for 

the given R/X proportion of the line. It tends to be 

seen in Figure3.8 that the ideal topsy turvy area is 

10% for the uncompensated line. At the point 

when arrangement remuneration level (%S) is 

expanded than ideal helter-skelter area builds 

directly and arrives at its most noteworthy worth 

55% for %S = 45. Activity of the UPFC requests 

appropriate force rating of the arrangement and 
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shunt branches. The rating should empower the 

UPFC completing pre-characterized power stream 

objective. 

 
Fig. : Variation in the optimal off-center 

location of shunt FACTS device against degree 

of compensation of line (%S). 

APPLICATION OF FACTS 

CONTROLLERS IN DISTRIBUTION     

SYSTEMS 

 Although the concept of FACTS 

was developed originally for transmission 

network; this has been extended since last 10 

years for improvement of Power Quality (PQ) in 

distribution systems operating at low or medium 

voltages. In the early days, the power quality 

referred primarily to the continuity of power 

supply at acceptable voltage and frequency. 

However, the prolific increase in the use of 

computers, microprocessors and power electronic 

systems has resulted in power quality issues 

involving transient disturbances in voltage 

magnitude, waveform and frequency. The 

nonlinear loads not only cause PQ problems but 

are also very sensitive to the voltage deviations. In 

the modern context, PQ problem is defined as Any 

problem manifested in voltage, current or 

frequency deviations that result in failure or 

misoperation of customer equipment". 

The PQ problems are categorized as 

follows 

1. Transients 

(a) Impulsive 

(b) Oscillatory 

2. Short-duration and Long-duration 

variations 

(a) Interruptions            

(b) Sag (dip) 

(c) Swell 

3. Voltage unbalance 

4. Waveform distortion 

(a) DC offset                       

(b) Harmonics 

(c) Inter harmonics            

 (d) Notching 

(e) Noise 

5. Voltage Flicker 

6. Power frequency variations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS 
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Circuit Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2: Connection diagram of STATCOM and 

SVC 
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Fig.3: Variation in maximum SE power 

for diff value of % S. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig.4: Variation in maximum RE power 

for diff value of % s. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This venture explores the impact of 

arrangement remuneration on the ideal area of a 

shunt (SVC and STATCOM) FACTS gadget to 

get the most noteworthy conceivable advantage of 

greatest force move and framework steadiness. 

Different outcomes were found for a genuine line 

model of an arrangement repaid 345 kV, 450 km 

line. It has been discovered that the ideal area of 

the shunt FACTS gadget isn't fixed as detailed by 

numerous specialists on account of 

uncompensated lines yet it changes with the 

adjustment in level of arrangement pay. The 

deviation in the ideal area of the shunt FACT 

gadget from the middle purpose of line relies on 

the level of arrangement remuneration and it 

increments straightly from the middle purpose of 

the transmission line towards the generator side as 

the level of arrangement pay (%S) is expanded.  

 

The impact of SVC and STATCOM 

regulators in improving force framework 

dependability has been inspected. In spite of the 

fact that both the gadgets can give extra damping 

to the framework, it has been shown that 

STATCOM is exceptionally compelling in 

improving framework execution in circumstances 

where framework voltages are a lot of 

discouraged. Additionally, on account of its quick 

reaction time, STATCOM control is better than 

that of SVC. 

 

 

FUTURE WORK 

 In future work both the power 

transfer capability and stability of the system can 

be improved much more if the shunt FACTS 

device is placed at the new optimal location 

instead of at the mid-point of the line. 
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